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Abstract 
We present the SCATE prototype: A Smart Computer-Aided Translation Environment, developed in the             
SCATE research project. Its user interface displays translation suggestions coming from different            
resources, in an intelligible and interactive way. It contains carefully designed representations that show              
relevant context to clarify why certain suggestions are given. In addition, several relationships between              
the source and the suggestions are made explicit so the user understands how a suggestion can be used                  
in order to select the most appropriate one. Well-designed interaction techniques are included that              
improve the efficiency of the user interface. The suggestions are generated through different web              
services, such as fuzzy matching based on a translation memory (TM), machine translation (MT) and               
terminology extraction. MT and TM are combined using a pre-translation mechanism. A lookup             
mechanism highlights terms in the source segment that are available with their translation equivalents in               
the​ ​bilingual​ ​glossary.  
This paper presents the interface and the underlying web services, and discusses preliminary evaluations              
of​ ​the​ ​interface​ ​and​ ​the​ ​pre-translation​ ​mechanism. 
1 Introduction 
We present a demonstration prototype of a computer-aided translation system that was built in              
the SCATE project (Smart Computer-Aided Translation Environment) (Vandeghinste et al.          
2014). This project, which is currently in its final phase, investigates several aspects related to               
translation technology, such as the design of translators’ user interfaces, the combination of             
machine translation (MT) and translation memory (TM), syntactic fuzzy matching, bilingual           
term extraction using parallel and comparable corpora, and confidence estimation of MT. The             
project is motivated by the fact that translators tend to have a limited trust in MT output, and                  
translation​ ​environments​ ​provide​ ​a​ ​limited​ ​integration​ ​of​ ​resources. 
The SCATE prototype consists of a carefully designed user interface that displays translation             
suggestions and terminology in an intelligible and interactive way. Translation suggestions           
are generated through a web service which integrates a TM system's fuzzy matching with MT.               
Terminology support is provided and terminology is automatically extracted from parallel           
corpora. Advanced autocompletion functionality allows to efficiently use the translation          
suggestions. While the SCATE prototype demo uses a medical corpus in a specific language              
pair (English-Dutch), the SCATE technology is sufficiently generic to be applicable to other             
domains​ ​and​ ​language​ ​pairs. 
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the state-of-the-art in computer-aided             
translation environments. Section 3 describes the SCATE prototype. Section 4 provides           
details on a preliminary evaluation of the interface and of the combination of TM and MT.                
Section ​ ​5​ ​discusses​ ​conclusions​ ​and​ ​future​ ​work.  
2 State-of-the-art​ ​in​ ​computer-assisted​ ​translation 
Computer-assisted translation (CAT) tools have been commercialised since the late 1990s,           
triggering new business models and greatly influencing the translation and localisation           
processes, and the way translators work. Users can perform basic project management tasks,             
create and maintain TM and terminology databases, query MT engines and online databases             
directly from the translation editor, automatically extract terms from reference materials, align            
parallel corpora, and use automatic quality control checks on the target document to detect              
various types of errors. Moreover, cloud-based systems have made collaboration much easier            
as an entire team can work on the same text simultaneously in real time, leaving comments,                
sharing​ ​and​ ​updating​ ​resources​ ​instantly.  
Despite the wide range of functionalities and possibilities, CAT tools are not used to their true                
potential either because of usability issues or because the integration of various technologies             
(TM, MT, term bases) is not yet optimal (Ehrensberger-Dow and O’Brien, 2015; Zaretskaya,             
2015; Krüger, 2016; Moorkens and O’Brien, 2016). Moreover, translators have not fully            
adopted MT as an aid because they do not trust the quality of the commercial MT engines                 
(Van den Bergh et al., 2015; Cadwell et al., 2017). ​We briefly review current commercial               
translation environments according to two criteria: usability and extent of integration of            
different​ ​resources​ ​(terminology,​ ​TM​ ​and​ ​MT). 
2.1 Usability 
The user interface of CAT tools typically provides access to resources such as translation              
memories (TM), machine translation (MT) and terminology databases (TB). Tools differ in            
the way resources are made available, more specifically in terms of the visual proximity of               
suggestions, information provided on the origin of (parts of) a translation suggestion, and             
options​ ​to​ ​facilitate​ ​the​ ​reuse​ ​of​ ​sub-segments​ ​from​ ​TM​ ​or​ ​MT. 
With regard to the visual ​proximity of suggestions​, these are ideally displayed on a single               
screen, together with the surrounding context of the segment being translated, as translators             
like to have all the information at their fingertips (Lagoudaki, 2009). Different approaches             
have been adopted: some tools offer a limited amount of suggestions close to the active               
working area, while others offer each of these resources in dedicated subwindows. For             
instance, MateCat shows relevant resources in a tabbed interface immediately below the            1
active working area, while Lilt shows one suggestion from either TM or MT in the same                2
1​ ​https://www.matecat.com/ 
2​ ​https://lilt.com/ 
field. The second approach, as exemplified by SDL Trados Studio and WordFast, allows to              3 4
select the type of resource to be displayed, thus limiting the variety of information that is                
close to the active working area. Moorkens and O’Brien (2016) confirms that there are              
proponents for both approaches. In SCATE, we follow the first approach as it eliminates              
visual​ ​focus​ ​shifts​ ​(see​ ​Section ​ ​3). 
Most CAT tools offer limited information on the ​origin of (parts of) a translation suggestion​.               
The focus is mainly on highlighting the differences between the text to translate and matches               
from the TM (including match percentages). For MT, most of the time no justification is               
provided; typically, MT is used as a black box. Teixeira (2014:171) shows that metadata can               
help translators make well-informed decisions. He concludes that metadata “helps translators           
adapt their translation strategies more easily according to the suggestion type”. Moorkens and             
O’Brien (2016) indicates that translators like information about the provenance of the MT             
suggestions and estimation of their quality. In the context of post-editing, Viera and Specia              
(2011) argues that translators value on-the-fly highlighting of word alignment in order to keep              
the connection between source and target text. In other words, it appears useful to explicitly               
link parts of a source sentence with parts of the translation suggestion. As discussed in               
Section 3, the SCATE prototype is strongly focused on providing visual aids that explain the               
origin​ ​of​ ​translation​ ​suggestions​ ​and​ ​their​ ​link​ ​with​ ​the​ ​source​ ​text. 
As for ​reuse of sub-segments from TM or MT​, we point to recent user research, including                
surveys and field studies (Van den Bergh et al., 2015; Moorkens and O’Brien, 2016), that               
investigates the interaction between machines and translators. One conclusion is that           
translators value improved TM-MT integration methods (e.g. copy/paste, drag-and-drop         
within editor). Reuse of sub-segments is also possible through ​interactive translation           
prediction (ITP) ​(Koehn and Haddow, 2009; Sanchis-Trilles et al., 2014; Torregrosa et al.,             
2017). This is a form of human-computer interaction ​in which users are presented, as they               
type, with translation suggestions from all available resources. Suggestions are displayed           
either in a drop-down list or directly under the target segment​. ​Commercial translation             
software developers have implemented this technology in different ways and use different            
terms to refer to it: ​predictive typing​, ​AutoSuggest​, ​Autocomplete​, ​Autowrite​. Research has            
shown that ​translators prefer ITP to classical post-editing because it minimizes the number of              
keystrokes and thus increases productivity (Koehn and Haddow, 2009; Sanchis-Trilles et al.,            
2014;​ ​Zaretskaya,​ ​2015)​. 
2.2 Integration 
Translation environments typically include functionalities for terminology management and         
support for MT. Terminology management mostly consists of basic features to retrieve, save,             
search, import/export, and maintain terms and term bases. MT integration takes place either             
via​ ​plugins​ ​or​ ​by​ ​combining ​ ​MT​ ​with​ ​various​ ​other​ ​linguistic​ ​resources​ ​(TM,​ ​TB). 
While some translation environments include a tool that can be used to ​extract potential              
terms from TM (automatic term extractor), research conducted within SCATE shows that            
term extraction has not yet become a standard practice in the translator’s workflow (Steurs et               
al., 2016; Van den Bergh et al., 2015), leading translators to mainly rely on their TMs and                 
concordance features. Whereas a hybrid approach (combining both linguistic and statistical           
3​ ​http://www.sdl.com/software-and-services/translation-software/sdl-trados-studio/ 
4​ ​http://www.wordfast.com/ 
methods) may be the best method for preparing terminology collections in commercial            
environments (Warburton, 2015), most translation environments are still limited to          
monolingual statistical term extraction that often produces either too much “noise” (too many             
general lexicon words) or “silence” (real terms that are ignored). Moreover, there is still a lack                
of ​integration of terminology in translation editors​. In order to tackle the problem of              
integration, the Lilt tool, to give an example, combines the glossary with a concordance              5
feature and updates both resources while the translator works. In the SCATE prototype, we              
approach both of the above issues by incorporating a bilingual term extractor and by smoothly               
integrating ​ ​bilingual​ ​terminology​ ​in​ ​the​ ​translation​ ​editor. 
Translation environments usually ​integrate MT and TM in a rather trivial way. They either              
offer the translation of a fuzzy match (given some threshold) or an MT suggestion. A growing                
body of research has explored different ways of combining information coming from TMs             
and MT. An MT system can be constrained to the use of relevant parts of a fuzzy match                  
(Zhechev and van Genabith, 2010), for example by adding XML markup to MT input (Koehn               
and Senellart, 2010). Other methods have focused on augmenting the translation table of a              
phrase-based MT system with aligned sub-segments from a retrieved TM match (Bi​ç​ici and             
Dymetman, 2008). Alternatively, information from the fuzzy matches can also be integrated            
in the MT system itself (Li et al., 2017). In the SCATE prototype, we opt for an approach                  
which​ ​is​ ​based​ ​on​ ​XML ​ ​markup​ ​and​ ​relatively​ ​straightforward​ ​to​ ​implement​ ​(see​ ​Section​ ​3). 
The next section describes the SCATE prototype in more detail, focusing on the main user               
interface​ ​and​ ​the​ ​integration​ ​of​ ​the​ ​different​ ​technologies. 
3 The ​ ​SCATE​ ​prototype 
The SCATE prototype is a web-based translation environment, built through a user-centered            
development approach. Figure 1 presents an overview of the user interface. We focus on              
usability and on interaction techniques to integrate various translation technologies. The           
contributions within the SCATE user interface explain ​how ​different translation suggestions           
are generated, ​why ​they might be useful to the translator and ​which ​relationships exist              
between them. The aim is to support the translator’s decision-making process during the             
selection of a translation suggestion. For the demo we use the English-Dutch part of the               
medical corpus EMEA (Tiedemann, 2007), which contains about 300,000 sentence pairs. This            
resource​ ​was​ ​used​ ​to​ ​train​ ​the ​ ​MT,​ ​as​ ​a​ ​TM,​ ​and​ ​as​ ​resource​ ​for​ ​bilingual​ ​term​ ​extraction. 
3.1 Usability 
The SCATE prototype includes four different translation aids: (1) matches from the TM, (2)              
hybrid MT, (3) alternatives for the selected term and (4) an autocomplete feature to predict               
the rest of a word or word group. We developed a web service that accepts the sentence to                  
translate​ ​and​ ​provides​ ​fuzzy​ ​matches​ ​(Figure​ ​1.E)​ ​and​ ​MT​ ​output​ ​(Figure​ ​1.C). 
5​ ​​https://lilt.com/kb/translators/lexicon 
 
Figure 1. Overview of the SCATE user interface. (A) Sentence to translate, (B) edit field, (C)                
hybrid MT, (D) translation alternatives and (E) TM matches. At all times, the preceding (F) and                
subsequent sentences (G) remain visible. Vertical bars (I) can visualise active filters (H) such as               
difficulty,​ ​responsibilities​ ​and​ ​progress. 
To support better decision-making about the use of translation suggestions, the user interface             
focuses on ​intelligibility​. This focus is key to clarify the behaviour of the complex algorithms               
behind the translation suggestions. The algorithms that find matches (Figure 1.E) in the TM              
are made intelligible to the translator with icons that depict the used matching metric, with               
scores representing the level of similarity, and by highlighting parts in the matches that are               
potentially useful. Existing CAT tools, such as MateCat, at most highlight differences instead             
of similarities. In the SCATE prototype, partial matches that are often translated by the same               
group of words are used as pre-translations by the MT engine (Figure 1.C). To make this clear                 
to translators, pre-translations are shown in bold in both the matches and the MT suggestion.               
On the left side of the matches, potential term translation options, aggregated from TB, TM               
and MT are listed (Figure 1.D), each with a metric informing the translator about its               
usefulness. For MT and TM, an absolute value is shown to represent how often an option                
occurs in the TM matches. For the TB, we show relative frequency. For ITP, all options are                 
considered and can be manually added to the translation. To further enhance intelligibility,             
occurrences​ ​of​ ​these​ ​options​ ​in​ ​the​ ​matches​ ​are​ ​automatically​ ​highlighted. 
In addition to multiple preceding (Figure 1.F) and subsequent sentences (Figure 1.G), all             
translation aids remain visible at all times, eliminating the visual focus shifts typically             
required in other CAT tools (Ehrensberger-Dow et al., 2014; Lagoudaki, 2009). Furthermore,            
a simultaneous exploration of up to four different kinds of relationships between various sorts              
of suggestions is supported when typing in the editing field (Figure 1.B) or when hovering the                
mouse cursor over a word in any sentence. (1) Words in the sentence that belong to the same                  
word group are highlighted in the same colour. (2) Translations of the hovered word are               
highlighted within the TM and MT. Words in the source language appear in yellow, whereas               
words in the target language appear in blue. (3) Synonyms and alternative translations of the               
word appear within the matches and MT suggestion in the same colour as the word itself. An                 
overview of all synonyms is shown in the alternatives list (Figure 1.D). This overview works               
in the inverse direction as well: by hovering over an alternative in the list, (4) occurrences of                 
the alternative are highlighted in the matches from the TM. When the first occurrence of the                
alternative is not within the viewport (the part of a scrollable window currently visible), the               
panel​ ​with​ ​matches​ ​will​ ​automatically​ ​scroll. 
3.2 Integration 
The SCATE prototype combines ​web services connecting to a TM and a ​phrase-based             
statistical MT system​, Moses (Koehn et al., 2007). TM matches ​are retrieved using three              
metrics: Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966), METEOR (Lavie and Agarwal, 2007) and           
shared partial subtree matching​, a measure based on syntactic similarity (Vanallemeersch and            
Vandeghinste, 2015). For each sentence, the N best matches from the TM (according to the               
fuzzy match score) are stored in a reduced TM subset, together with information on the match                
score, rank, used fuzzy metric, and part-of-speech (POS) sequence of both the source and              
target sentence. Two ‘sliders’ can be set by the user: the TM slider and the MT slider.                 
Matches with a score higher than the TM slider are directly used as final translation, and                
sentences which have no fuzzy match at all or no fuzzy match that scores higher than the                 
MT-slider​ ​are​ ​sent​ ​straight​ ​to​ ​the​ ​Moses​ ​SMT​ ​system​ ​(as ​ ​illustrated​ ​in​ ​Figure​ ​2). 
 
Figure​ ​2.​ ​System​ ​of​ ​‘sliders’​ ​for​ ​the​ ​selection​ ​of​ ​MT,​ ​TM-MT​ ​integration​ ​or​ ​TM. 
To produce hybrid TM-MT suggestions, the MT system is constrained to use certain word              
sequences (or pre-translations) extracted from the TM matches. Initially, a four-stage           
alignment procedure is followed for each triplet of input sentence, TM source sentence and              
TM target sentence (see Figure 3). Step 1 identifies the overlapping spans between the input               
sentence and TM source sentence. Step 2 aligns the TM source sentence with the TM target                
sentence at the word level using the automatic word alignment and lexical probabilities             
derived by GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) and Moses. Step 3 identifies consistently aligned              
spans for the TM source and target sentence, using the grow-diag-final heuristic (Koehn,             6
2009), and consistently aligned sub-spans of these spans are identified based on the same              
criteria. Finally, step 4 couples the consistently aligned spans between TM source and target              
to ​ ​overlapping​ ​spans​ ​in​ ​the​ ​input​ ​sentence. 
The extracted spans are subsequently filtered (based on criteria such as minimum span length,              
occurrence of at least one content word, and percentage of aligned words), weighted (taking              
into account span length, span frequency across TM matches, and fuzzy match score of the               
strongest match in which the aligned span occurs) and ranked. The best ranked             
non-overlapping spans are added to the input sentence using XML markup, and these             
augmented​ ​input ​ ​sentences​ ​are​ ​sent ​ ​to​ ​Moses. 
6 Pairs of spans in the source and target language in which words are not aligned with words                  
outside​ ​the​ ​spans. 
 Figure​ ​3.​ ​Illustration​ ​of​ ​alignment​ ​procedure.​ ​Step​ ​1:​ ​identification​ ​of​ ​overlapping​ ​spans​ ​in​ ​input 
and​ ​TM​ ​source.​ ​Step​ ​2:​ ​word-level​ ​alignment​ ​between​ ​TM​ ​source​ ​and​ ​target.​ ​Step​ ​3:​ ​finding 
consistently​ ​aligned​ ​spans.​ ​Step​ ​4:​ ​coupling​ ​aligned​ ​spans​ ​in​ ​TM​ ​target​ ​to​ ​input. 
As for the integration of terminology, we generated a ​bilingual TB offline using ​TExSIS              
(Macken et al., 2013), a ​hybrid terminology extraction tool that uses POS patterns to obtain a                
preliminary list of candidate terms, which is subsequently filtered statistically. The list of             
alternatives for the selected term (Figure 2.D) aggregates suggestions from MT and TM on              
the​ ​basis​ ​of​ ​word​ ​alignment,​ ​and​ ​from​ ​the​ ​bilingual​ ​TB.  
When generating the bilingual TB, we restrict our search to nouns, noun phrases and              
adjectives, and ensure long multiword terms (MWTs), such as ​cholangiocarcinoma of the            
extrahepatic bile ducts, ​are not omitted. As this linguistic strategy overgenerates since it             
extracts every occurrence of all valid linguistic patterns (i.e. all nouns, all adjectives, all              
noun+noun etc.), we apply statistical detection of terms, using the two main principles of              
termhood ​and ​unithood​. Termhood indicates the specificity of lexical entries to a certain             
domain, and is calculated by comparing the relative frequencies of the candidate term in the               
domain-specific corpus with a general language corpus. Unithood only applies to MWTs and             
is based on the idea that MWTs are more than the sum of the meaning of the different parts                   
and that the different parts are strongly connected. Therefore, unithood is computed by             
comparing the frequencies of cooccurrence of the parts with the expected cooccurrence based             
on the relative frequencies of each of the parts. While both principles are effective, some               
terms may go undetected, for instance when they are too rare or new, meaning that the term                 
frequency is too low to get significant results for any statistical measure. Due to the Zipfian                
distribution of language (the long tail distribution of rare words), non-terms may be extracted              
as well, such as idiomatic phrases (e.g. ​significant part​) or (multi)words that are not              
domain-specific​ ​(e.g.​ ​​guitar​ ​players​​ ​was ​ ​extracted​ ​from​ ​the​ ​medical​ ​corpus). 
Based on the monolingual lists of term candidates and the sentence-aligned input corpus,             
source and target term candidates are linked to each other, in order to generate the bilingual                
TB. To this end, word alignment is performed on the corpus using the GIZA++ word               
alignment toolkit. Based on these word alignments, each candidate term in the source             
language is linked to a candidate term in the target language. These results are filtered by                
comparing the frequency of the source language candidate term with the number of times it is                
linked to the target language term according to the word alignment. If this results in a value of                  
less than 20%, the target language term is discarded as a translation suggestion. Discarded              
suggestions include partial translations (e.g. ​medication - ​diureticummedicatie​) and wrong          
spellings. Correct suggestions may be discarded because the source and target term have a              
different POS tag (e.g. ​x-ray - ​radiologie, ‘radiology’​). On the other hand, incorrect             
suggestions may be retained: for instance, one term may be the hyponym or hypernym of the                
other (e.g. ​patient - ​kind, ‘child’​), or terms may be only loosely related (e.g. ​treatment -                
medicatie,​ ​‘medication’​). 
4 Evaluation 
At various stages of the SCATE project, we involved professional translators and translation             
experts in the design of techniques and interfaces, and in preliminary evaluations. We carried              
out a formative study in which 8 participants used two versions of the SCATE prototype to                
translate a text. Both versions provided the same translation suggestions, but in the first              
version, these suggestions were presented without the intelligibility features described in           
Section 3, to measure their impact on the user experience. The results show that making more                
contextual information available has a positive impact. The general usability increased           
slightly from 71.6 to 76.6 (above average), as measured by the SUS scoring method (Brooke,               
1996). Judging by the overall comments, participants highly appreciated the intelligible           
version. More specifically, professional translators value the fact that match scores are            
indicated, that words in the TM which match the sentence to translate are highlighted, and               
that relationships between suggestions are made explicit through visual marks. These features            
help them to better understand why a translation suggestion might be useful or not, while not                
being perceived as distracting. Contrary to our expectations, displaying more          
meta-information is not always desired by our participants. We point out that the quality of               
the​ ​suggestions​ ​is​ ​always​ ​more​ ​important​ ​than ​ ​making​ ​them​ ​more​ ​understandable.  
As for in vitro testing of the integration of TM and MT, we carried out preliminary tests on                  
three TMs (EMEA, DGT and a TM provided to us by a software development company ) to                7 8
evaluate the quality of the hybrid TM-MT suggestions. For each of the datasets, three              
automated evaluation metrics (BLEU, METEOR and TER) indicated a significant increase in            
translation quality compared to ‘pure’ MT output. Additionally, qualitative spot checks by            
translators revealed that in a majority of cases the hybrid suggestions proved to be better than                
the pure MT output in terms of grammaticality and/or fluency, or provided interesting             
translation​ ​alternatives. 
5 Conclusions​ ​and ​ ​future​ ​work 
We presented an innovative prototype CAT system that was built in the SCATE project. The               
prototype combines different types of translation suggestions into a carefully designed user            
interface and makes the suggestions available through ITP. The visualisations remain compact            
and are presented close to the sentence to be translated. We apply bilingual (instead of               
monolingual) term extraction, combine statistics with linguistic patterns during extraction,          
and access MT as a glass box: internal information from the phrase-based MT system is used                
7​ ​Subset​ ​of​ ​1.7​ ​million​ ​sentences​ ​(Steinberger​ ​et​ ​al.,​ ​2013). 
8​ ​150​ ​000​ ​sentences.​ ​Provided​ ​through​ ​a​ ​confidentiality​ ​agreement. 
to produce hybrid MT output and to visualise links between the sentence to translate, the MT                
output​ ​and ​ ​fuzzy​ ​matches. 
Preliminary evaluation of the prototype shows that providing more metadata in an intelligible             
and interactive manner is not perceived as distracting and helps translators to decide on the               
best translation suggestions. ​In vitro evaluation of the hybrid MT output has shown that it               
produces more useful translation suggestions than pure MT. In addition to the increased             
quality of the MT output, the highlighting of pre-translations taken directly from the TM has               
the potential of increasing translators’ confidence in MT output. This, however, needs to be              
further​ ​studied. 
Current and future work includes the integration of a quality estimation metric for MT              
(Tezcan et al., 2017), options to configure the translation workflow, as well as support for               
terminology extraction from comparable corpora (Bowker, 2003; Delpech, 2014). With          
regard to TM-MT integration, we intend to include functionality for automated fuzzy match             
repair (Ortega et al., 2016) and perform in-depth tests of syntactic fuzzy matching. More              
specific evaluations which focus on the impact of intelligibility on the user experience and              
performance are ongoing. Since the techniques developed in SCATE are generic, we plan to              
perform tests with other language pairs and domains. Finally, we intend to perform a              
comparative​ ​evaluation​ ​of​ ​the​ ​SCATE​ ​prototype​ ​with​ ​another​ ​state-of-the-art​ ​tool.  
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